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In this paper we continue our study of complex representations of finite
monoids. We begin by showing that the complex algebra of a finite regular monoid
is a quasi-hereditary algebra and we identify the standard and costandard modules.
We define the concept of a monoid quiver and compute it in terms of the group
characters of the standard and costandard modules. We use our results to deter-
mine the blocks of the complex algebra of the full transformation semigroup.
We show that there are only two blocks when the degree / 3. We also show that
when the degree G 5, the complex algebra of the full transformation semigroup is
not of finite representation type, answering negatively a conjecture of Ponizovskii.
Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Semigroup theory has been extensively developed for well over half a
w xcentury. We refer to 7 for current trends. The author has focused his
wwork on connections with classical algebra; see, for example, 14, 16, 17,
x w x19 . Here we continue from 18 our study of complex representations of
finite monoids M. We restrict our attention to regular monoids a g aMa
.for all a g M . We remark that much of semigroup theory concerns
regular semigroups. Let U denote the partially ordered set of J-classes of
 .M and choose idempotents e J g U . Let H denote the unit group ofJ J
w xe Me . By classical semigroup representation theory 3, Chap. 5 , theJ J
irreducible representations of M are indexed by L s D Irr H . ForJ g U J
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the purposes of this paper, we think of L as the set of weights. For u g L
 .  .we define the standard module D u and costandard module = u of the
complex monoid algebra of C M. We then show that the C M-modules form
w xa highest weight category in the sense of Cline et al. 4 . In particular C M
is a quasi-hereditary algebra with global dimension bounded by twice the
length of a longest chain in U this has also been noted by Kuzmanovich
.and Teply .
w xIf G is the unit group of M and u g L, then we computed in 18 the
q y  .left and right induced characters u and u of the CG-modules D u ,
 .= u , respectively. Here we construct some new characters as alternating
sums of induced characters via chains of J-classes. We use these charac-
ters to introduce the concept of a monoid quiver of M, closely related to
the ordinary quiver of C M.
We apply our results to the full transformation semigroup T of degreen
 .n. This is the regular monoid under composition of all self maps of
 41, . . . , n . In this case L consists of all partitions of m, m F n. By
considering the monoid quiver of T we show that CT is not of finiten n
representation type for n G 5, answering negatively a conjecture of Poni-
w xzovskii 15 .
We go on to determine the blocks of CT . We show that for n / 3, CTn n
has only two blocks with one of them being a simple algebra. The isolated
w ny2 x w x w xblock corresponds to 2, 1 . For n s 3, both 2 and 2, 1 are isolated.
1. PRELIMINARIES
 .Let M be a finite monoid with unit group G. For X : M, let E X
denote the set of idempotents in X. J, R, L , H will denote the usual
Green's relations on M: if a, b g M, then a J b if MaM s MbM, a Rb if
 .aM s bM, a L b if Ma s Mb, H s R l L . If e g E M , then the H-class
 .H s H e of e is the unit group of eMe. We will assume throughout that
 .M is regular, whereby E J / B for all J-classes J. Let U denote the set
of all J-classes of M. If J , J g U, then1 2
J F J if J : MJ M .1 2 1 2
 .If e , e g E M , then1 2
e F e if e s e e s e e .1 2 1 1 2 2 1
Let J F J in U. Then it is easy to see that1 2
e g E J « e F e for some e g E J . 1 .  .  .2 2 1 2 1 1
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 .By an ideal of M we mean a subset possibly empty I such that MIM s I.
If J g U, then
I J s MJM , I X J s MJM _ J 2 .  .  .
are ideals of M. Let
0  4J s J j 0 ,
where for a, b g J,
ab if ab g Ja( b s  0 otherwise.
w xWe let C M denote the complex monoid algebra of M, cf. 13 . If I is an
ideal of M, then its span C I is an ideal of C M. If J g U, then we let C J
denote the contracted semigroup algebra C J 0, i.e., the zero of C J is the0
zero of J 0. For any algebra A, we let R s rad A denote the radical of A.
By an A-module, we will mean a finitely generated left A-module.
wWe will now briefly review classical semigroup representation theory 12;
x2, Chap. 5 . Clearly linear complex representations of C M are in 1]1
correspondence with the C M-modules. Let R s rad C M. Then
C MrR ( C Jrrad C J . 3 .[
JgU
Hence the irreducible representations of C M are in 1]1 correspondence
with those of C J, J g U. Given an irreducible representation w of C M,
 .the associated J-class J called the apex of w is characterized by
 .  .i w J / 0
 .  X. X Xii w J s 0 for J g U, J h J.
 .  .Let J g U, e g E J , H s H e . If J has m R-classes and n L-classes,
0 0  4then J is a Rees matrix semigroup over H s H j 0 with sandwich
matrix P. P is an n = m matrix over H 0 and J 0 can be identified with
m = n monomial matrices over H 0 with multiplication twisted as
A( B s APB. 4 .
Then C J is a Munn algebra over C H with sandwich matrix P. Thus C J
 .can be identified with the algebra without identity of m = n matrices
 .over C H with multiplication given by 4 .
To understand the structure of C J, consider first the algebra A of
 .m = n matrices over C with multiplication given by 4 where P is an
n = m complex matrix. Replacing P by an equivalent matrix leads to an
isomorphic algebra. So if P has rank r, we can without loss of generality,
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I 0rw x  .let P s . The map w : A ª M C , the algebra of r = r matrices overr0 0
C, given by
A B
w s A
C D
is a surjective homomorphism. Hence
A Brad A s A s 0 5 . 5C D
and
Arrad A ( M C . 6 .  .r
Also
A B2rad A s A s B s C s 0 . 7 . 5C D
Now consider the algebra C J. C H is a direct sum of simple algebras.
Correspondingly C J is a direct sum of algebras of the type discussed
 .above. Hence by 6 , the irreducible representations of C J are in 1]1
w xcorrespondence with those of C H. This is due to Clifford 2 . In particular
a semisimple C J-module V is uniquely determined by the C H-module eV.
 .By 5 , we get
C J ? rad C J ? C J s 0 8 .
w x  .as noted in 9 . Also by 7 ,
2  4rad C J s a g C J N ax s xa s 0 for all x g J . 9 .
Let Irr G, char G denote the set of irreducible characters and the ring of
virtual characters of G, respectively. Let P be a subgroup of G. If
 .u g char P, then the virtual character induced from P to G,
1
y1u ­G g s u xgx . .  .< <P xgG
y1xgx gP
If u g char G, then u x P g char P is the restriction of u to P. If
 . w xu , c g char G, let u , c denote the intertwining number, cf. 5 .
 .  .For J g U, choose e g E J and let H s H e . LetJ J J
L s L M s " Irr H . 10 .  .J
JgU
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 .For u g Irr H , let L u denote the associated irreducible C M-moduleJ
Ä Ä .and let u denote the character of the CG-module L u . The map u ª u
extends to char H . We note that changing e changes H by a naturallyJ J J
isomorphic group. So the particular choice of e is not relevant.J
 .  .Let J g U, I s I J as in 2 . Choose h g C I such thatJ
h is the unity of C I modulo R . 11 .J
Let
j s h ? 1 y h X 12 .  .J J J
XJ -J
in some order. Modulo R , h , j are central idempotents and j isJ J J
independent of order. If c : C M ª C MrR is the natural homomorphism,
then
c j ? C I ( C Jrrad C J . 13 .  .J
 4Let V be a C M-module. Let G s J ) J ) ??? ) J be a chain of0 1 t
 .  .J-classes. The length l G s t. Let e s e , H s H . Because of 1 , wei J i Ji i
can assume without loss of generality that e ) e ) ??? ) e . Let u s u0 1 t t
denote the character of the C H -module e V. Inductively, having obtainedt t
Ächaracter u of H , let u s u be the character of H relative to thei i iy1 i iy1
monoid e Me . Letiy1 iy1
a u s a V s u g char H . 14 .  .  .G G 0 0
If W is a C M-submodule of V, then clearly
a V s a W q a VrW . 15 .  .  .  .G G G
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let V be a C M-module. Consider a chain
V s V = V = ??? = V s 00 1 t
of submodules of V such that RV : V , i s 0, . . . , t y 1. Let W s V rVi iq1 i i iq1
and let x denote the character of the CG-module j W , i s 1, . . . , t. Theni G i
 .l G
x q ??? qx s y1 a V , .  .1 t G
G
where the summation is o¨er chains G of J-classes with G g G.
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 .Proof. By 15 we are reduced to the case when t s 1. So let V be a
< <semisimple C M-module. We prove the result by induction on M . Now
V s j V .[ J
JgU
Let J g U, J / G. Then e V is a semisimple Ce Me -module. So byJ J J
induction hypothesis the C H -module e j V has characterJ J J
 .l Vy1 a e V , .  . V J
V
where V ranges through chains of J-classes of e Me containing H . ForJ J J
such a chain V, let VX denote the corresponding chain of J-classes of M
X  4 < < < <and let G s V j G . Then G s V q 1 and the CG-module j V hasJ
character
 .l Gy y1 a V , .  . G
G
where the summation is over chains G of J-classes of M such that G g G
 4and J is the maximal element of G _ G . Since the CG-module V has
 .character a V , the CG-module j V has the desired character.G G
2. HIGHEST WEIGHT CATEGORIES
Motivated by the representation theory of Lie algebras and algebraic
w x  w x.groups, Cline et al. 4 or see 11, Chap. 3 introduced the concept of a
highest weight category. They showed that the modules of a finite dimen-
sional algebra A form a highest weight category if and only if A is
quasi-hereditary. This means that A has a chain of ideals
0 s I : I : ??? : I s A0 1 t
such that for k s 1, . . . , t,
 .i I rI is a projective ArI -modulek ky1 ky1
 . 2ii I s Ik k
 .iii I ? R ? I : I where R s rad A.k k ky1
w xSuch a chain of ideals is called a hereditary chain. We refer to 6 for the
abstract properties of quasi-hereditary algebras.
 .Let M be a finite regular monoid. Let the weight poset L be as in 10 .
 .For u g L, let L u denote the corresponding simple C M-module. For
u g Irr H , u X g Irr H X define u - u X if J X - J. For u g Irr H , there is anJ J J
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associated primitive idempotent e of C M such that e F e . Let theJ
standard module,
D u s C J ? e . 16 .  .
If e , . . . , e are idempotent representatives of the L-classes of J, then1 t
clearly as C M modules,
C J s C J ? e [ C J ? e [ ??? [ C J ? e1 2 t
17 .
C J ? e ( C J ? e , i s 1, . . . , t .i J
 .  .By 16 , 17 , the standard modules are just the indecomposable compo-
nents of the C M-modules C J, J g U. Now e ? C J is a right C M-module.
So its dual
U
= u s e ? C J 18 .  .  .
 .is a costandard left C M-module.
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a finite regular monoid. Then
 .i The C M-modules form a highest weight category.
 .ii C M is a quasi-hereditary algebra with global dimension bounded by
twice the length of a longest chain in U.
Proof. Let A s C M, R s rad A.
 .i Let u g Irr H . Correspondingly let e be a primitive idempotentJ
 . X .  .of C M such that e F e . Then L u ( AerR e. Let I s I J as in 2 ,J
B s ArC I. Then
D e s Be. .
 .  . X XSo L u ( BerR e in B. By 8 , J ? R e s 0 in B. If J g U, J h J, then
clearly
J X ? R e : J X ? C J s 0
in B. Hence for J X g U,
J X ? R e / 0 in B « J X ) J .
 X.Thus the composition factors of R e in B have apex ) J. Thus if L u is a
composition factor of R e in B, then u X g Irr H X , J X ) J. So u X - u .J
 .Clearly Ae is the projective cover of the simple module L u and
AerC I ? e ( Be s D u . .
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 X. XWe need to show that C I ? e has a filtration by some D u , u ) u . Let
I s I and inductively0
X < X Y Y YI s J g U J - J for some J g U with J : I . 4kq1 k
Then we have ideals
I s I > I > I > ??? .0 1 2
So
C I > C I > C I > ???1 2
and
C I ? e > C I ? e > C I ? e > ??? .1 2
Let
B s ArC I , k s 0, 1, . . . .k kq1
Let I _ I s J j ??? j J , J , . . . , J g U. Then in B i.e., modulok kq1 1 t 1 t k
.C I ,kq1
C I s C J [ ??? [ C J .k 1 t
Also in Bk
C I s C I ? e [ C I ? 1 y e . .k k k
Hence in B , C I ? e is a direct sum of some indecomposable componentsk k
 .  X. Xof A-modules C J , i s 1, . . . , t. By 17 these are of the form D u , u ) u .i
 .  X. XHence in A for k s 0, 1, . . . , C I ? erC I ? e is a direct sum of D u , uk kq1
) u .
 . X .ii Let J g U, I s I J , B s ArC I. Then in B, C J ? e s Be is aJ J
 .projective B-module. Hence by 17 ,
C J is a projective B-module. 19 .
Let J denote the minimum J-class of M and let I s J . Inductively let1 1 1
I denote the union of I and all J-classes J g U such that J covers J Xkq1 k
in U for some J X : I . Thenk
I ; I ; ??? ; I s M .1 2 t
Clearly t y 1 is the length of a longest chain in U. Now
0 ; C I ; C I ; ??? ; C I s A1 2 t
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 .  .  . w x  w x.is a hereditary chain by 8 , 17 , 19 . Hence by 4 or see 6 A has
 .global dimension F 2 t y 1 .
w  .xBy Theorem 2.1 and 4, Lemma 3.2 b we have
X 1  .  X..XCOROLLARY 2.2. Let u g Irr H , u g Irr H . Then Ext L u , L uJ J
/ 0 implies that J ) J X or J X ) J.
 .EXAMPLE 2.3. Let T C denote the algebra of n = n upper triangularn
 . w  .xmatrices over C. Then T C is quasi-hereditary by 4, Example 3.3 a . Letn
E denote the usual elementary matrices, 1 F i F n, 1 F j F n. For i F j,i j
let
ji
F s E q E . i j k k ik
ks1 ksiq1
 < 4  .Let M s F 1 F i F j F n . Then M is an idempotent monoid and T Ci j n
( C M.
 .EXAMPLE 2.4. Let M C denote the algebra of n = n matrices over C.n
Let
< 4M s 0, I j E 1 F i F n , 1 F j F n . 4i j
Then M is an inverse monoid regular monoid with commuting idempo-
.  .tents and C M ( M C [ C [ C.n
3. MONOID QUIVERS
Let M be a finite regular monoid. In this section we will introduce the
concept of a monoid quiver and study its connections with the ordinary
quiver of C M. We will then explicitly determine the monoid quiver of M
in terms of some characters of the unit group G.
 . w xThe ordinary qui¨ er of C M is defined as follows, cf. 1, 11 . Let
mX X
Xu g Irr H , u g Irr H . Then define u ª u ifJ J
dim Ext1 L u , L u X s m ) 0. .  . .C
Then by Corollary 2.2, J ) J X or J X ) J. We write u ª u X if m s 1.
We define the monoid qui¨ er of M as follows. Let u g Irr H , u X gJ
Irr H X . Then u , u X are adjacent only if J - J X or J X - J. Let J - J X,J
X .  . X XI s I J as in 2 . Let e F e , e F e , be primitive idempotents of C MJ J
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mX Xcorresponding respectively to u , u . Define u ¸ u if
dim e X Re s m ) 0 in C MrC I. 20 .C
mX XWe write u ¸ u if m s 1. Define u ¸ u if
dim e Re X s m ) 0 in C MrC I. 21 .C
We write u X ¸ u if m s 1. We note that for any J g U, the monoid quiver
of e Me is obtained from the monoid quiver of M by restriction.J J
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let J , J g U, j s j , i s 1, 2, as in 12 . Let I be1 2 i J i
an ideal of M such that for each J-class J of I, J - J , i s 1, 2,. Theni
 . 2j R l C I j : R where R s rad C M.1 2
< <Proof. We prove by induction on I . Let J be a maximal J-class of I,
K s I _ J. Then K is an ideal of M. Let A s C M, R s rad A, B s
ArC K. Then C J s C IrC K is an ideal of B. Let r g R l C I s rad C I.
 .Then in B, r g rad C J. Let h be as in 11 andJ
a s 1 y h r 1 y h g rad C I. .  .J J
 .  .  .So in B, a g rad C J. Let x g J. Then by 11 , x 1 y h , 1 y h x gJ J
2  .rad C J. So xa, ax g rad C J. Now for some e, f g E J , x s ex s xf. So
 .  . 2by 8 , xa s ax s 0 in C J. So by 9 , a g rad C J. Hence in A,
a g R l C K q R 2 . .
2  .So by the induction hypothesis j aj g R . Now by 12 , j h , h j g R.1 2 1 J J 2
So
j rj g j aj q R 2 : R 2 .1 2 1 2
This completes the proof.
THEOREM 3.2. Let u g Irr H , u X g Irr H X . ThenJ J
m nX X .i If u ª u then u ¸ u with m F n.
m m m1 2 tn X X .ii If u ¸ u , then u s u ª u ª ??? ª u s u for some u g L,0 1 t i
i s 1, . . . , t y 1.
m mX X X .iii If J s G co¨ers J in U, then u ª u if and only if u ¸ u , and
m mX Xu ª u if and only if u ¸ u .
 . 2iv If rad C M s 0, then the monoid qui¨ er is equal to the ordinary
qui¨ er.
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Proof. Let A s C M, R s rad A. Let J - J X. The case J X - J follows
w x X Xby duality 1, II.3 . Let e F e , e F e be primitive idempotents of AJ J mX X X .  .associated with u , u respectively. Let I s I J as in 2 . Let u ª u .
Then
m s dim e X Rere X R 2e . .
Let B s ArC I. Let g denote the restriction to e X Re of the canonical
 X .map from A to B. Then g is linear. Let r g R such that g e re s 0.
Then e X re g R l C I s rad C I. By Lemma 3.1,
j X ? e X re ? j g R 2 .J J
X  .  .XSince e F e and e F e are primitive idempotents, we see by 12 , 13J J
that e ? j y e , j X ? e X y e X g R. Hence e X re g R 2. Hence g is 1]1 andJ J
m s dim e X Rere X R 2e in B. .
X  .  . 2Since n s dim e Re in B by 20 , m F n. This proves i . If R s 0, then
 . X  . 2m s n and iv is also proved. If J s G covers J, then by 8 , R e s 0 in
 .B and hence again m s n. Thus iii is also proved.
n XNow assume u ¸ u . Then
n s dim e X Re ) 0 in B. .
Let e X R te / 0, e X R tq1e s 0. Then there exist r , . . . , r g R such that1 t
e X r ??? r e / 0. So there exist primitive idempotents e , . . . , e such thatt 1 1 ty1
e X r e ??? r e r e / 0.t ty1 2 1 1
With e s e , e s e X, e r e f R 2 for i s 1, . . . , t. Let u g L corre-0 t i i iy1 i
spond to e , i s 0, . . . , t. Theni
m m m1 2 t Xu s u ª u ª ??? ª u s u0 1 t
 .for some positive integers m , . . . , m . This proves ii , completing the1 t
proof.
We now wish to determine the monoid quiver explicitly. Let u g Irr H .J
Ä q y .Then u is the character of the CG-module L u . Let u , u denote the
 .  . q ycharacters of the CG-modules D u and = u , respectively. u and u
w xwere determined by the author 18 as follows. For an R-class R of J, let
< 4P s P R s g g G gR s R . 22 .  .
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Then there is a natural homomorphism d : P ª H such thatJ
< 4U s U R s ker d s g g G gr s r for all r g R . 23 .  .
Similarly for an L-class L of J, let
y y < 4P s P L s g g G Lg s L . 24 .  .
Then there is a natural homomorphism dy: Pyª H such thatJ
y y y < 4U s U L s ker d s g g G lg s l for all l g L . 25 .  .
G acts on the left on JrR. Let R , . . . , R denote the orbit representa-1 m
 .tives. Let P s P R and let d : P ª H denote the correspondingi i i i J
homomorphism, i s 1, . . . , m. So u g Irr H lifts to w g char P , i sJ i i
1, . . . , m. Similarly G acts on the right on JrL . Let L , . . . , L denote the1 n
y y . y yorbit representatives. Let P s P L and let d : P ª H denote thej j j j J
corresponding homomorphism, j s 1, . . . , n. So u lifts to c g char P ,j j
w xj s 1, . . . , n. It is shown by the author 18 that
m n
q yu s w ­G , u s c ­G . 26 .  . . i j
is1 js1
X X  X 4Let J, J g U, J ) J, u g Irr H . Let G s J s J ) J ) ??? ) J beJ 0 1 t
 .a chain of J-classes with J ) J. By 1 , we can assume that e s e ) e .t t J Jt
Let H s H ,t J t
q q Äa u s a u y u .  .G G
y y Äa u s a u y u , .  .G G
q Ä y Ä .where a is as in 14 and u y u , u y u g char H with respect to theG t
 .Xmonoid e Me . Let the virtual characters of Ht t J
 .l Gq q
Xb u s y1 a u .  .  .J G
G
27 .
 .l Gy y
Xb u s y1 a u , .  .  .J G
G
 Xwhere the summations are over chains of J-classes G s J s J ) J )0 1
4??? ) J with J ) J.t t
THEOREM 3.3. Let J, J X g U with J X ) J. Let u g Irr H , u X g Irr H X .J J
Then
 . q . y .X X Xi b u , b u are ordinary characters of H .J J J
m X X q .   ..Xii u ¸ u if and only if m s u , b u ) 0.J
mX X y .   ..Xiii u ¸ u if and only if m s u , b u ) 0.J
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Proof. Without loss of generality let J X s G. Let A s C M, R s rad A.
X .  .Let I s I J as in 2 , B s ArC I. Let e F e be a primitive idempotentJ
 .  .corresponding to u and let V s Re in B. Now by 16 , D u s Be and
 .  . qhence V s R ? D u . The CG-module D u has character u . So the
q Ä tq1 iCG-module V has character u y u . Let R s 0, V s R V. Theni
V s V = V = ??? = V s 0.0 1 t
Let W s V rV , i s 0, . . . , t y 1. Then by Proposition 1.1, the CG-i i iq1
module
j W [ j W [ ??? [ j WG 0 G 1 G ty1
q . Xhas character b u . Let e F j be a primitive idempotent of A corre-G G
sponding to u X. Then
e XW [ e XW [ ??? [ e XW0 1 ty1
 X q .. X XXhas dimension u , b u . This is also clearly dim e V s dim e Re . ByJ
 .  .duality and 20 , 21 , the proof is complete.
By the proof of Proposition 1.1 we also have,
COROLLARY 3.4. Let J g U, u g Irr H . ThenJ
&
q q qÄ .  . X Xi b u s u y u y  b u .G J - J - G J&
y y yÄ .  . X Xii b u s u y u y  b u . .G J - J - G J
For an idempotent monoid, the monoid quiver is particularly easy to
compute. Let M be an idempotent monoid. Then U is a lattice and each
w xJ g U is a subsemigroup, cf. 3, Chap. 4 . Moreover each irreducible
representation is of degree 1 and L ( U. Let J, J X g U, J - J X. Let
q X. y X .X Xn J, J denote the number of R-classes of e Je . Let n J, J denoteJ J
q X. y X.X Xthe number of L-classes of e Je . Let b J, J , b J, J be definedJ J
inductively by
nq J , J X s 1 q bq J , JY .  .
Y XJ-J FJ
28 .
X Yy yn J , J s 1 q b J , J . .  .
Y XJ-J FJ
w xLet m denote the Mobius function on U, cf. 20, Chap. 3 . Then by theÈ
Mobius inversion formulaÈ
bq J , J X s ym J , J X q nq J , JY m JY , J X .  .  .  .
Y XJ-J FJ
29 .
X X Y Y Xy yb J , J s ym J , J q n J , J m J , J . .  .  .  .
Y XJ-J FJ
By Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 we have,
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THEOREM 3.5. Let M be an idempotent monoid, J, J X g U, J - J X. Then
 . q X . y X.i b J, J G 0, b J, J G 0.
m X Xq .  .ii J ¸ J if and only if m s b J, J ) 0.
mX Xy .  .iii J ¸ J if and only if m s b J, J ) 0.
EXAMPLE 3.6. Consider the idempotent monoid M with multiplication
table given by
1 a b c d e f g h i j
1 1 a b c d e f g h i j
a a a b c d e f g h i j
b b a b c d e f g h i j
c c c c c g g g g h i j
d d d d g d e f g h i j
e e e e g e e f g h i j
f f f f g f e f g h i j
g g g g g g g g g h i j
h h h h h g g g g h i j
i i i i g i i i g h i j
j j j j g g g g g h i j
Then
 4U s J , J , J , J , J , J ,1 2 3 4 5 6
 4  4  4  4  4  4where J s 1 , J s a, b , J s c , J s d , J s e, f , J s g, h, i, j .1 2 3 4 5 6
The lattice U has the following structure:
J1
J2
J J3 4
J5
J6
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By Theorems 3.3, 3.5, the monoid quiver which is also the ordinary quiver
of C M is as follows:
J3
66 6
6 6J J J J J1 2 4 5 6
Similarly we can construct idempotent monoids corresponding to all the
Dynkin diagrams. Note that the path semigroup associated with a path
w xalgebra, cf. 1 , is never regular.
4. THE FULL TRANSFORMATION SEMIGROUP
The full transformation semigroup T is the regular monoid of all selfn
 4maps of n s 1, 2, . . . , n with respect to composition. It plays a pivotal role
w xin semigroup theory and automata theory, cf. 3, 7 . Note that we are
w xwriting maps on the left while in 3, 2.2 they are written on the right. Tn
has nn elements. If the J denote the set of maps of rank k, thenk
 .  4  .U T s J , . . . , J . Let e g E J , with e - e - ??? - e s 1. Thenn 1 n k k 1 2 n
 .S s H e is the symmetric group of degree k and e T e ( T , k sk k k n k k
 .1, . . . , n. In particular S s J is the unit group of T . By 10 ,n n n
L s L T s " Irr S . 30 .  .n m
1FmFn
 .Let l s l , . . . , l , l G l G ??? G l ) 0, l s n, be a partition1 k 1 2 k i
w x  .of n. As usual 8 , we write l & n. Let l s l , . . . , l denote a corre-1 k
< <sponding partition of n, i.e., l s l , i s 1, . . . , k. Then the Young sub-i i
group
S s S s S = ??? = S ( S = ??? = S .l l l l l l1 k 1 k
w xLet l denote the associated irreducible character of S . In particularn
w x w n xn , 1 are the trivial and alternating character of S , respectively. Ifn
w xw xg & k and l & n y k, then the outer product g l is obtained by induc-
ing the outer tensor product character of S = S ¨ S to S . Ink nyk n n
w xw x wparticular g n y k is explicitly obtained by Young's rule 8, Corollary
x w x w x2.8.3 . The author 18, Theorem 2.1 showed that if g g Irr S , thenk
in T ,n
& kw x w x w x w xg n y k if g / 1w xg s 31 .ky1 k w x w x w xn y k q 1, 1 if g s 1 .
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 .For a : n, let R denote the set of all f g T such that f n s a. Thena n
< <  .  .R , a : n, a s k, are the R-classes of J . As in 22 , 23 , leta k
P s P R s S = S ( S = S .a a a n_ a k nyk
32 .
U s U R s S ( S . .a a n_ a nyk
 .  .S acts transitively on the left on J rR. So by 26 , 32 ,n k
qw x w x w xg s g n y k if g & k . 33 .
 .  .Let l s l , . . . , l & n and let l s l , . . . , l be a corresponding1 k 1 k
partition of n. Let L denote the set of all f g T such that the non-emptyl n
fibres of f are exactly l , . . . , l . These are the L-classes of J . As in1 k k
 .25 , let
Uys Uy L s S . 34 .  .l l l
y y .  . yLet P s P L be as in 24 . If s g S , then s g P if and only ifl l n l
 4s l , . . . , s l s l , . . . , l . 4 .  .1 k 1 k
Thus
Pys N S , .l S ln 35 .
yP rS ¨ S .l l k
In fact PyrS is isomorphic to a Young subgroup of S . S acts on thel l k n
right on J rL . The orbits are in 1]1 correspondence with partitions l of nk
with k parts. Write Py, Uy for Py, Uy, respectively. So Uys S . If g & k,l l l l l l
w x w x y  .  .then g lifts to g g char P by 35 . So by 26 ,l l
yw x w xg s g ­S , g & k , 36 . l n
l
 .  .where the summation is over l & n with k parts. By 34 , 35 , and
Frobenius reciprocity,
w x w x w xany component of g ­S is a component of l ??? l . 37 .l n 1 k
If l , . . . , l are distinct then Pys S . Hence1 k l l
w x w x w xif l , . . . , l are distinct then g ­S s deg g ? l ??? l . 38 .l1 k n 1 k
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w ny2 x y y  .If k s n y 1 then l s 2, 1 , P s S = S , U s S . Hence by 35 ,l 2 ny2 l 2
 .36 ,
yw x w x w xg s g xS 2 if k s n y 1. 39 . .ny2
qw x yw x qw x yw x  .For g & k, let b g , b g denote b g , b g as in 27 . Then byn n S Sn n
Corollary 3.4,
& &qq qw x w x w x w xb g s g y g y b gn m
k-m-n
40 .& &yy yw x w x w x w xb g s g y g y b g .n m
k-m-n
We claim that
w n x1 if k s n y 1q kw xb 1 s 41 .n  0 otherwise.
&
ny1 . w xWe prove this by induction on n. If k s n y 1, then by 31 , 1 s
w ny2 x  . w ny1 xq w ny1 xw x w ny2 x w n x2, 1 and by 33 , 1 s 1 1 s 2, 1 q 1 . Hence
qw ny1 x w n x qw k xb 1 s 1 . So let k - n y 1. Then by induction hypothesis, b 1n m
 .  .  .s 0 if k q 1 - m - n y 1. Hence by 31 , 33 , 40 ,
& &qq k k k kq1w x w xb 1 s 1 y 1 y 1n
w ky1 x w k x w ky1 xs n y k q 1, 1 q n y k , 1 y n y k q 1, 1
w k xy n y k , 1
s 0.
 .  .Also by 31 , 33 ,
qw x w x w k xb g s 0 if g & k , g / 1 . 42 .n
 .  . y y  .By 34 , 35 , P s U s S . Hence by 40 ,n. n. n
yw xb 1 s 0. 43 .n
We now compute the quiver of CT for small n. Since CT ( C, wen 1
 .  .begin with CT . By 41 , 43 , and Theorems 3.2, 3.3, the quiver is given by2
 .Fig. 1. Next consider CT . By 39 ,3
yy 2w x w x w x w x w x w x2 s 1 s 1 2 s 3 q 2, 1 .
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6 2w x w x1 1
w x2
FIGURE 1
 .  .Hence by 31 , 40 ,
yw x yw 2 x w xb 2 s 0, b 1 s 3 . 44 .3 3
 .  .  .Thus by 41 , 43 , 44 , Theorems 3.2, 3.3, the monoid quiver equals the
ordinary quiver and is given by Fig. 2. Next consider CT . Then4
Py s Uy s S = S3, 1. 3 , 1. 3 1
Uy s S = S .2, 2. 2 2
w x  .If g g Irr S , then by 382
w x w x w x w x w xg ­S s 3 1 s 4 q 3, 1 . 45 . .3, 1 4
y y  .Now P rU ( S and by 37 ,2, 2. 2, 2. 2
w x w 2 x w x w x w x w x w 2 x2 ­S q 1 ­S s 2 2 s 4 q 3, 1 q 2 . .  .2, 2 2, 24 4
w x w xClearly 2 ­S has degree 3 and has 4 as a component. Hence2, 2. 4
w x w x w 2 x2 ­S s 4 q 2 .2, 2 4
46 .
w 2 x w x1 ­S s 3, 1 . .2, 2 4
 .  .  .So by 36 , 45 , 46 ,
y 2w x w x w x w x2 s 2 4 q 3, 1 q 2
y2w x w x w x1 s 4 q 2 3, 1 .
 .By 31 ,
Ä 2w x w x w x w x w xw x2 s 2 2 s 4 q 3, 1 q 2
&
2 w x1 s 3, 1 .
6 2 6 3w x w x w x1 1 1
6
w x3
w x w x2 2, 1
FIGURE 2
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 .  .  .Hence by 31 , 40 , 44 ,
yw x w xb 2 s 44
47 .
y 2 Äw x w x w x w xb 1 s 4 q 3, 1 y 3 s 0.4
Clearly,
w x w x3 xS s 22
w x w x w 2 x2, 1 xS s 2 q 12
w 3 x w 2 x1 xS s 1 .2
 .Hence by 39 ,
y 2w x w x w x w x w x w x3 s 2 2 s 4 q 3, 1 q 2
y 2 2 2w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w x2, 1 s 2 2 q 1 2 s 4 q 2 3, 1 q 2, 1 q 2
y3 2 2w x w x w x w x w x1 s 1 2 s 3, 1 q 2, 1 .
 .By 31 ,
Ä w x w xw x3 s 4 q 3, 1
&
2 2w x w x w x2, 1 s 3, 1 q 2 q 2, 1
&
3 2w x1 s 2, 1 .
 .Hence by 40 ,
yw x w 2 xb 3 s 24
yw x w x w xb 2, 1 s 4 q 3, 1 48 .4
yw 3 x w xb 1 s 3, 1 .4
 .  .  .  .  .By 41 , 43 , 44 , 47 , 48 , Theorems 3.2, 3.3, the monoid quiver equals
the ordinary quiver and is given by Fig. 3.
w xPonizovskii 15 has shown that CT , CT are of finite representation2 3
type and has conjectured that CT is of finite representation type for all n.n
We now answer this conjecture in the negative.
THEOREM 4.1.
 .i CT , CT are of finite representation type.2 3
 . 2ii CT rR is of finite representation type.4
 . 2iii For n G 5, CT rR and hence CT is not of finite representationn n
type.
 . w xProof. i This follows from 1, Theorems III.1.9, VIII.5.4 since the
 .quivers see Figs. 1, 2 are unions of Dynkin diagrams.
 . w xii This follows from 1, Theorem X.2.6 since the separated quiver
of the quiver in Fig. 3 is a union of Dynkin diagrams.
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6 2 6 3 6 4w x w x w x w x1 1 1 1
6 6
w x w x3 3, 1
2
6
6 w x2, 1
2w x w x2 2, 1
6
w x4
6
w x2
FIGURE 3
 . w xiii First consider T . By 8, Theorem 2.4.3 ,5
w x w x w x3, 1 xS s 3 q 2, 1 .3
 .So by 39 ,
yw x w x w x w x w x3, 1 s 3 2 q 2, 1 2
w x w x w x w x w x w 2 x w 2 xs 5 q 4, 1 q 3, 2 q 4, 1 q 3, 2 q 3, 1 q 2 , 1
w x w x w x w 2 x w 2 xs 5 q 2 4, 1 q 2 3, 2 q 3, 1 q 2 , 1 .
 .By 31 ,
&
2w x w x w x w x w x3, 1 s 3, 1 1 s 4, 1 q 3, 2 q 3, 1 .
 .Hence by 40 ,
yw x w x w x w x w 2 xb 3, 1 s 5 q 4, 1 q 3, 2 q 2 , 1 .5
By Theorems 3.2, 3.3, we have
w x w x5 ª 3, 1
w x w x4, 1 ª 3, 1
w x w x3, 2 ª 3, 1
w 2 x w x2 , 1 ª 3, 1 .
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It follows that the separated quiver of CT is not a union of Dynkin5
w x 2diagrams. By 1, Theorem X.2.6 , CT rR is not of finite representation5
type.
w xNow let n ) 5. By 8, Theorem 2.4.3 ,
w x w x w xn y 2, 1 xS s n y 2 q n y 3, 1 .ny2
 .So by 39 ,
yw x w x w x w x w xn y 2, 1 s n y 2 2 q n y 3, 1 2
w x w x w x w x w xs n q n y 1, 1 q n y 2, 2 q n y 1, 1 q n y 2, 2
w 2 x w x w xq n y 2, 1 q n y 3, 3 q n y 3, 2, 1
w x w x w x w 2 xs n q 2 n y 1, 1 q 2 n y 2, 2 q n y 2, 1
w x w xq n y 3, 3 q n y 3, 2, 1 .
 .By 31 ,
&
w x w xn y 2, 1 s n y 2, 1 1
w x w x w 2 xs n y 1, 1 q n y 2, 2 q n y 2, 1 .
 .Hence by 40 ,
yw xb n y 2, 1n
w x w x w x w x w xs n q n y 1, 1 q n y 2, 2 q n y 3, 3 q n y 3, 2, 1 .
By Theorems 3.2, 3.3,
w x w xn ª n y 2, 1
w x w xn y 1, 1 ª n y 2, 1
w x w xn y 2, 2 ª n y 2, 1
w x w xn y 3, 3 ª n y 2, 1
w x w xn y 3, 2, 1 ª n y 2, 1 .
It follows that the separated quiver of CT is not a union of Dynkinn
w x 2diagrams. By 1, Theorem X.2.6 , CT rR is not of finite representationn
type. This completes the proof.
Conjecture 4.2. The quiver of CT has no multiple edges.n
wWe will now determine the blocks of CT . It is well known 10, Theoremn
x22.9 that the blocks of an algebra A are in 1]1 correspondence with those
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of Arrad2 A and hence with the components of the ordinary quiver of A.
So for a finite regular monoid M, we see by Theorem 3.2 that the blocks of
C M are in 1]1 correspondence with the components of the monoid quiver
of M.
By Figs. 1 and 2, CT has two blocks and CT has three blocks.2 3
THEOREM 4.3. Let n G 4. Then
 . w ny2 xi CT has two blocks with the block of 2, 1 being isolated.n
 . w ny2 x  .2ii The block of 2, 1 is a simple algebra of dimension n y 1 .
 .Proof. If i is true then T _ S is contained in a block K. So CT rK isn n n
 .a homomorphic image of the semisimple algebra CS and hence ii isn
 .valid. So it suffices to prove i . We do this by induction on n. For n s 4,
this is clear from Fig. 3. So let n ) 4. Write ; for the equivalence
w xrelation on L of being in the same block. Let X denote the block of 1 in
w x  ny3.L. By the induction hypothesis g g X if g & m - n, g / 2, 1 . Let
 .  ny2 . w x w n x w xl s l , . . . , l & n, l / 2, 1 . If l s 1, then l s 1 ; 1 g X1 k 1
 . by Theorem 3.3, 41 . So let l G 2. Suppose l G 2. Let g s l q1 k 1
.  . w x w x1, l , . . . l , l y 2 & n y 1. By 31 , l is not a component of g . LetÄ2 ky1 k
X  . w x w X xg s l , l , . . . , l y 2 & n y 2. Then by 8, Theorem 2.4.3 , g is a1 2 k
w x w x w X xw x  .component of g xS . Clearly l is a component of g 2 . So by 39 ,ny2
w x w xy  . w x yw xl is a component of g . By 40 , l is a component of b g . Byn
w x w xTheorem 3.3, l ; g g X. Next let l s 1. Let i be maximal such thatk
 ky iy1.l ) 1. Suppose i ) 1. Let g s l q 1, l , . . . , l y 1, 1 & n y 1.i 1 2 i&
Xw x  . w xThen l is not a component of g by 31 . Let g s l , l , . . . , l y1 2 i
ky iy1. w X x w x w x1, 1 & n y 2. Then g is a component of g xS and l is any2
w X xw x  . w x w xy  .component on g 2 . By 39 , l is a component of g . By 40 ,
w x w xTheorem 3.3, l ; g g X. We are therefore left with considering the
 nym.  nymy2 .case when l s m, 1 , m G 3. Let g s m y 1, 2, 1 & n y 1.&
X nymy1w x  .  .w xThen l is not a component of g by 31 . Let g s m y 1, 1 & n
w X x w x w xy 2. Then g is a component of g xS and l is a component ofny2
w X xw x  . w x w xy  .g 2 . By 39 , l is a component of g . By 40 , Theorem 3.3,
w x w xl ; g g X. Now
w ny3 x w ny4 x w ny3 x2, 1 xS s 2, 1 q 1 . 49 .ny2
 .By 39 ,
yny3 ny4 ny2w x w x w x w x w x2, 1 s 2, 1 2 q 1 2 . 50 .
w ny4 x w ny3 xy  .  .Thus 4, 1 is a component of 2, 1 . By 31 , 40 , Theorem 3.3,
w ny3 x w ny4 x w ny2 x42, 1 ; 4, 1 g X. Hence we have shown that X j 2, 1 s L.
w ny2 x  . w ny2 xWe now show that 2, 1 f X. Otherwise by 42 , 2, 1 is a
yw x w x  . w ny2 xcomponent of b g for some g g Irr S , k - n. By 40 , 2, 1 is an k
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w xy  .  . w ny2 x w xw x w xcomponent of g . By 36 , 37 , 2, 1 is a component l l ??? l1 2 k
 . w xfor some partition l s l , . . . , l of n. This implies by 8, Theorem 2.8.51 k
 . w ny2 x w X xw xthat k s n y 1. So by 39 , 2, 1 is a component of g 2 for some
w X x w x w X x w ny2 x w x w ny3 xcomponent g of g xS . Then g s 1 . So g s 2, 1 orny2
w ny1 x w x w ny3 x  . w ny2 x1 . First let g s 2, 1 . Then by 50 , 2, 1 is a component of
w xy  . w xg with multiplicity one. By 31 , it is also a component of g . HenceÄ
w ny2 x yw x2, 1 is not a component of b g , a contradiction. Finally assume thatn
w x w ny1 x  .g s 1 . Then by 39 ,
yw x w x w xg s g xS 2 .ny2
w ny2 x w xs 1 2
w ny3 x w ny2 xs 3, 1 q 2, 1 .
 . w x w ny2 x w ny2 x yw xBy 31 , g s 2, 1 . Hence 2, 1 is not a component b g , aÄ n
ny2w xcontradiction. Thus 2, 1 is a block by itself, completing the proof.
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